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Eventually, you will agreed discover a further experience and ability by spending more cash. nevertheless when? reach you endure that you require to get those every
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Nolan—jokingly, of course. They'd never actually go through with it. But when
Nolan turns up dead in the exact way they'd discussed, the girls suddenly become
prime suspects in his murder. Only, they didn't do it. So who did? Unless they
find the real killer, and soon, their perfect lives will come crashing down around
them.
The Perfectionists TV Tie-In Edition Sara Shepard 2019-05-28 Now a TV show airing
on Freeform, starring Pretty Little Liars favorites Sasha Pieterse and Janel
Parrish! Ava, Caitlin, Mackenzie, Julie, and Parker are all driven to be perfect-no matter the cost. At first the girls think they have nothing in common, until
they discover that they all hate the same person: handsome womanizer Nolan
Hotchkiss, who's done things to hurt each of them. They come up with the perfect
plan to murder Nolan--jokingly, of course. They'd never actually go through with
it. But when Nolan turns up dead in the exact way they'd discussed, the girls
suddenly become prime suspects in his murder. Only, they didn't do it. So who did?
Unless they find the real killer, and soon, any one of them may be the next to
die.... Fans of the Pretty Little Liars series and TV show will find The
Perfectionists packed with the same kind of juicy secrets, taut suspense, and jawdropping surprises that they've come to expect from New York Times bestselling
author Sara Shepard.
Pretty Dead Girls Monica Murphy 2018-01-02 “A suspenseful, thrilling read that
will keep you on pins and needles until the last page.” —Liezel and Angie's Book
Blog Beautiful. Perfect. Dead. In the peaceful seaside town of Cape Bonita, wicked
secrets and lies are hidden just beneath the surface. But all it takes is one
tragedy for them to be exposed. The most popular girls in school are turning up
dead, and Penelope Malone is terrified she's next. All the victims so far have
been linked to Penelope—and to a boy from her physics class. The one she's never
really noticed before, with the rumored dark past and a brooding stare that cuts
right through her. There's something he isn't telling her. But there's something
she's not telling him, either. Everyone has secrets, and theirs might get them
killed.
Burned Sara Shepard 2012-12-04 It's spring break, and the pretty little liars are
trading in Rosewood for a cruise vacation. They want nothing more than to sail
into the tropical sunset and leave their troubles behind for one blissful week.
But where Emily, Aria, Spencer, and Hanna go, A goes, too. From scuba diving to
tanning on the upper deck, A is there, soaking up all their new secrets. Emily is
smooching a stowaway. Aria's treasure-hunting partner is a little too interested
in her booty. Spencer's going overboard trying to land a new boy. And a blast-or
rather, a crash-from Hanna's past could mean rough waters ahead for everyone. The
liars better tighten their life jackets. A perfect storm is brewing, and if they
aren't careful, A will bury them at sea. . .

The Visibles Sara Shepard 2009-05-05 This #1 New York Times bestselling author of
the “spine-chilling thriller that blurs the lines of fact and fiction” (Mary
Kubica, New York Times bestselling author) The Elizas weaves a compelling novel
that follows a young woman as she explores how much our genetics influence our
future. Summer Davis’s deep love for science is the only thing that helps her get
through her turbulent journey from adolescent to adulthood. Her mother has
abandoned her family, her father’s mental illness has overwhelmed him, and her
older brother fluctuates between sudden rage and unpredictable tenderness. Summer
can’t help but question the role of genetics in her life and if she is destined to
continue her family’s legacy of mental instability. But when she decides to put
off a promising science career to take care of her great-aunt Stella—the bedrock
of the family and bastion of folksy wisdom, irreverent insight, and Sinatra
memorabilia in a less-than-scenic part of the Pennsylvanian countryside—she begins
to learn that maybe her DNA doesn’t have to define her and that her future belongs
to her alone. From the backwoods of Pennsylvania to the brownstones of Brooklyn
Heights, The Visibles investigates the secrets of the past, and the hidden corners
of our own hearts, to find out whether real happiness is a gift or a choice.
Everything We Ever Wanted Sara Shepard 2011-10-11 “Sara Shepard delivers the
perfect read….A brilliant storyteller.” —Adriana Trigiani, bestselling author of
Very Valentine and Brava, Valentine “[Written] with unflinching honesty and
unstinting compassion.” —Jacquelyn Mitchard, author The Deep End of the Ocean
“This riveting, provocative and well-crafted family drama surprised and delivered
at every turn. I could not put it down.” —Sarah Mlynowski, author of Ten Things We
Did (and Probably Shouldn't Have) Sara Shepard, the bestselling author of Pretty
Little Liars, delivers a powerful novel of family dreams, lies, and delusions.
Everything We Ever Wanted begins with a phone call with allegations that rock an
upper crust Philadelphia family to its very foundations, unlocking years of
secrets and scandals that expose the serious flaws in outwardly perfect lives. A
moving, intelligent, and unforgettable novel, Shepard’s Everything We Ever Wanted
is exceptional contemporary women’s fiction that will be embraced by book clubs
everywhere.
The Perfectionists Sara Shepard 2014-10-07 You don't have to be good to be
perfect. From Sara Shepard, #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Pretty
Little Liars series, comes another series full of juicy secrets, nail-biting
suspense, and beautiful girls who will do anything to hide the ugly truth. Ava,
Caitlin, Mackenzie, Julie, and Parker are all driven to be perfect—no matter the
cost. At first the girls think they have nothing in common, until they discover
that they all hate the same person: handsome womanizer Nolan Hotchkiss, who's done
things to hurt each of them. They come up with the perfect plan to murder
the-perfectionists-1-sara-shepard
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All The Things We Didn’t Say Sara Shepard 2009-10-29 All families have secrets but
what if your father was hiding a secret that was destroying him – and the rest of
the family? An emotional story of family perfect for all fans of The Memory
Keeper’s Daughter.
Reputation Sara Shepard 2019-12-03 In this perfectly-paced new novel from Sara
Shepard, the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Pretty Little Liars, the
women of a tight-knit college town learn through gossip, scandal, betrayal, and
even murder, who their neighbors and husbands really are. Aldrich University is
rocked to its core when a hacker dumps 40,000 people's e-mails—the entire faculty,
staff, students, alums—onto an easily searchable database. Rumors and affairs
immediately leak, but things turn explosive when Kit Manning's handsome husband,
Dr. Greg Strasser, is found murdered. Kit's sister, Willa, returns for the
funeral, setting foot in a hometown she fled fifteen years ago, after a night she
wishes she could forget. As an investigative reporter, Willa knows something isn't
right about the night Greg was killed, and she's determined to find the truth.
What she doesn't expect is that everyone has something to hide. And with a killer
on the loose, Willa and Kit must figure out who killed Greg before someone else is
murdered. Told from multiple points of view, Reputation is full of twists, turns,
and shocking reveals. It's a story of intrigue, sabotage, and the secrets we
keep—and how far we go to keep them hidden. Number one bestseller Sara Shepard is
at the top of her game in this brand-new adult novel.
Toxic Sara Shepard 2016-06-02 High school seniors Aria, Emily, Spencer, and Hanna
barely survived their most recent encounter with A. And it's not over yet . . .
The police don't believe that the real A is still out there, but the girls know
what - and who - they saw. If they don't track down this final tormentor soon, A
will silence them forever. This penultimate installment of the beloved series is
full of juicy scandals, dark secrets, and shocking plot twists that will prepare
readers for the jaw-dropping series conclusion in Pretty Little Liars No 16.
Influence Sara Shepard 2021-01-05 Get ready to see the world of teen influencers
they'd never want you to share . . . From the bestselling author of PRETTY LITTLE
LIARS Sara Shepard and actress and social media star Lilia Buckingham 'Literally
could not put this book down. Absolutely loved it!' Annie LeBlanc Delilah is
Internet-famous, in LA and at the start of something incredible. Everything is
going to change . . . but not necessarily in the way she imagines. Jasmine is a
child star turned media darling. Her selfies practically break Instagram. But if
the world knew who Jasmine really was? Cancelled. Fiona is everyone's best friend,
always smiling. But on the inside? The girl's a hot mess. If they discovered her
secret, it wouldn't just embarrass her: it would ruin her. Scarlet isn't just
styled to perfection: she is perfection with a famous boyfriend and an online
fanbase devouring her every move. But every perfect thing has a fatal flaw. To
everyone clicking, DMing, following and faving, these girls are living the dream;
but are they really? The sun is hot in California . . . and someone's going to get
burned.
The Lying Game #6: Seven Minutes in Heaven Sara Shepard 2013-07-30 From Sara
Shepard, author of the #1 New York Times bestselling Pretty Little Liars series,
comes the nail-biting, shocking conclusion to The Lying Game. Sutton Mercer had
the perfect life, great friends, and a gorgeous boyfriend—until she was murdered.
Then the killer forced Sutton's long-lost twin sister, Emma, to pretend to be her.
Emma has been living Sutton's life for weeks now, frantically trying to figure out
who killed her sister and why. But when Sutton's body is discovered, Emma suddenly
becomes the number-one suspect in her twin's murder. Now she needs to find the
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killer before she ends up behind bars—or worse. In this stunning finale to the
beloved series The Lying Game, Emma finally solves her sister's murder—but the
killer will do anything to make sure that the truth dies with her.
Endangered Lamar Giles 2015-04-21 Edgar Award nominee for Best Juvenile Mystery
Endangered is a thrilling page-turner perfect for fans of Barry Lyga’s I Hunt
Killers, from acclaimed author Lamar Giles, author of the Edgar Award–nominated
Fake ID. The one secret she cares about keeping—her identity—is about to be
exposed. That is, unless Lauren “Panda” Daniels—an anonymous photo blogger who
specializes in busting classmates and teachers in compromising positions—plays
along with her blackmailer’s little game of Dare or . . . Dare. But when the game
turns deadly, Panda doesn’t know what to do. And she may need to step out of the
shadows to save herself . . . and everyone else on the Admirer’s hit list.
Pretty Little Liars: The First Half 8-Book Collection Sara Shepard 2014-09-30 #1
New York Times bestselling series This digital collection contains the first eight
novels in the bestselling series that inspired the hit ABC Family TV show, plus a
sneak peek at The Perfectionists, the first book in a brand-new Sara Shepard
series! In Rosewood, majestic estates sprawl for acres, and Tiffany toggle
bracelets dangle from every girl's wrist. But not all that glitters is gold, and
the town harbors secrets darker than anyone could imagine—like the truth about
what really happened the night Alison DiLaurentis went missing. . . Includes:
Pretty Little Liars Pretty Little Liars #2: Flawless Pretty Little Liars #3:
Perfect Pretty Little Liars #4: Unbelievable Pretty Little Liars #5: Wicked Pretty
Little Liars #6: Killer Pretty Little Liars #7: Heartless Pretty Little Liars #8:
Wanted
Perfect Sara Shepard 2008-05-27 After their missing friend's body is found and
another of their friends commits suicide, four former best friends live in fear of
their secrets being exposed by someone who is stalking them via their cell phones.
Crushed Sara Shepard 2016-06-02 High school seniors Aria, Emily, Hanna, and
Spencer have been tortured by A for too long. Now they're determined to take the
fight to A . . . even if it's the last thing they do. As the rest of Rosewood
prepares for the prom, the girls drop everything in their hunt for A. But with
each new piece of evidence, A only seems farther away. No matter how close the
liars get, A is always one step ahead -and ready to crush them completely.
The Elizas Sara Shepard 2018-04-17 Harper’s Bazaar | 10 New Books to Add to Your
Reading List in 2018 Cosmopolitan | Best April Ever Roundup Bustle | 35 Most
Anticipated Fiction Books of 2018 PopSugar | 10 of the Most Anticipated Books in
2018 BuzzFeed | 5 Best Thrillers of Spring BookBub | 17 Great New Books Coming in
2018 She Reads | Most Anticipated Books of April 2018 Bookish | April 2018 Book
Club Picks Real Simple | The Best Books of 2018 (So Far) Town & Country | The Best
Books to Read This April From the New York Times bestselling author of the Pretty
Little Liars series comes a thriller “blending Hitchcock, S.J. Watson, and Ruth
Ware” (Entertainment Weekly) filled with half-truths, suppressed memories, and
ingenious twists. When Eliza Fontaine is rescued from the bottom of a hotel pool
just a few weeks before her first novel is going to be published, her family
assumes that it’s another failed suicide attempt. But Eliza swears she was pushed.
The problem is she remembers little of that night, a result of the large quantity
of alcohol she consumed and a worsening struggle with memory loss due to a brain
tumor. Feeling ignored and vulnerable, she decides she must find the truth of what
actually happened. As she searches for answers, something very peculiar begins to
happen: The people closest to her start to confuse the events in her novel with
those in her real life. The dividing line between fact and fiction seems to be
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dissolving, and even Eliza is becoming uncertain about where her protagonist’s
story ends and hers begins. She glimpses a shadowy presence hovering nearby, a
mirror image of herself…but is it all in her head or is there really someone
following her, studying her, wishing to do her harm? Perhaps the answers to all
her questions already exist in the pages of her novel, if only she could put the
pieces together in the right way. The Elizas is a heart-pounding, Hitchcockian
double narrative composed of secrets, lies, false memories, and an unreliable
narrator you’ll never forget.
Pretty Little Liars #4: Unbelievable Sara Shepard 2009-10-06 #1 New York Times
bestselling series The fourth book in the #1 New York Times bestselling series
that inspired the hit ABC Family TV show Pretty Little Liars. Four pretty little
liars’ charmed lives have turned into living nightmares. Emily’s been shipped off
to Iowa to live with her überconservative cousins. Aria’s boyfriend is behind
bars—because of her. Spencer’s afraid she was involved in Ali’s murder. But
Hanna’s fate is far worse: She’s clinging to life in the hospital because she knew
too much. These liars have tried to keep their scandals secret, but the truth is
about to rock their pretty little world! Full of unexpected twists and shocking
revelations, Unbelievable is the fourth book in New York Times bestselling author
Sara Shepard’s compelling Pretty Little Liars series.
Follow Me Sara Shepard 2017-10-05 'A classic whodunit with a contemporary edge'
Cecily Von Ziegesar, praise for The Amateurs Everyone knows Chelsea Dawson. Day
and night, her tens of thousands of followers on Instagram watch her every move.
So when she goes missing from the sunny beachside town of Lafayette, it makes
headlines. The police are searching everywhere for her kidnapper, but when
eighteen-year-old Seneca Frazier sees Chelsea's picture, she knows instantly who
took her. Chelsea looks exactly like her friend Aerin Kelly's murdered sister and Seneca's own mother, who was killed five years ago. Seneca's suspicions are
confirmed when the killer contacts her, threatening to hurt Chelsea if Seneca goes
to the police with what she knows. Seneca makes the only move she can, reaching
out to Aerin and Maddox and Madison Wright, her friends from Case Not Closed, an
amateur crime-solving community. Together they go to Lafayette to work the case,
to save Chelsea, and to bring the killer to justice. But the killer has a plan of
his own. He wants Seneca and her friends in Lafayette, but he wants them to play
by his rules. One wrong step could mean the end for Chelsea - or the Amateurs. The
second book in the thrilling new crime series from bestselling author Sara
Shepard.
The Heiresses Sara Shepard 2014-05-20 From Sara Shepard, the #1 New York Times
bestselling author of Pretty Little Liars, comes The Heiresses—a novel about the
Saybrooks, a diamond family blessed with beauty and fortune yet plagued by a
string of tragic and mysterious deaths. The only thing more flawless than a
Saybrook’s solitaire is the family behind the diamond empire. Beauties,
entrepreneurs, debutantes, and mavens, the Saybrooks are the epitome of high
society. Anyone would kill to be one of them. But be careful what you wish for,
because if you were a Saybrook, you’d be haunted by secrets and plagued by a dark
streak of luck. Tragedy strikes the prominent family yet again on a beautiful
morning in May when thirty-four-year-old Poppy, the most remarkable Saybrook of
them all, flings herself from the window of her office. Everyone is shocked that
someone so perfect would end her own life—until her cousins receive an ominous
warning: One heiress down, four to go. Was it suicide . . . or murder? And who
will be next: Aster, the beautiful but reckless girl who’s never worked a day in
her life—and who’s covering up her father’s darkest secret? Her older sister,
the-perfectionists-1-sara-shepard

Corrine, whose meticulously planned future is about to come crashing down around
her? Perhaps it will be Natasha, the black sheep of the family who suddenly
disinherited herself five years ago. Or maybe the perpetually single Rowan, who
had the most to gain from her cousin’s death. A gripping, edge-of-your-seat
thriller about heiresses who must uncover a dark truth about their family before
they lose the only thing money can’t buy: their lives.
The First Lie: A short story Diane Chamberlain 2013-06-04 If you're a fan of Jodi
Picoult, you'll love Diane Chamberlain's The First Lie, an original eBook short
story companion to Necessary Lies. It's 1958 in rural North Carolina, where
thirteen-year-old Ivy Hart lives with her grandmother and sister on a tobacco
farm. As tenant farmers, Ivy and her family don't have much freedom, though she
and her best friend, Henry, often sneak away in search of adventure. But
everything changes when Ivy's teenage sister gives birth, refusing to reveal the
identity of the baby's father. Soon Ivy finds herself unravelling a dark web of
family secrets and trying to make sense of her ever-evolving life in the
segregated South.
Confessions of a Murder Suspect James Patterson 2012-09-24 James Patterson returns
to the genre that made him famous with a #1 New York Times bestselling teen
detective novel about the mysterious Angel family . . . and the dark secrets
they're keeping from one another. On the night Malcolm and Maud Angel are
murdered, Tandy Angel knows just three things: 1) She was the last person to see
her parents alive. 2) The police have no suspects besides Tandy and her three
siblings. 3) She can't trust anyone-maybe not even herself. As Tandy sets out to
clear the family name, she begins to recall flashes of experiences long buried in
her vulnerable psyche. These memories shed light on her family's dark secrets, and
digging deeper into her powerful parents' affairs proves to be a disturbing and
dangerous game. Who knows what any of the Angels are truly capable of?
Flawless Sara Shepard 2010-11-25 In the exclusive town of Rosewood, Pennsylvania,
where the sweetest smiles hide the darkest secrets, four pretty little liars Spencer, Aria, Emily, and Hanna - have been very bad girls . . . Spencer stole her
sister's boyfriend; Aria is brokenhearted over her English teacher; Emily likes
her new friend Maya . . . as much more than a friend. And Hanna's obsession with
looking flawless is literally making her sick. But the most horrible secret of all
is something so scandalous it could destroy their perfect little lives. And
someone named 'A' is threatening to do just that. At first they thought A was
Alison, their friend who vanished three years ago . . . but then Alison turned up
dead. So who could A be? Only one thing's for certain: A's got the dirt to bury
them all alive, and with every crumpled note and vindictive text message A sends,
the girls get a little closer to losing it all.
Deadly Sara Shepard 2016-06-02 It's all fun and games until everybody gets hurt.
Spencer, Hanna, Emily, and Aria are forced to watch as all their secrets finally
come to light, from their littlest lies to their darkest deeds. Now, one by one,
the girls' worlds come crashing down around them. Spencer gets kicked out of
Princeton. Hanna gets kicked out of her dad's campaign - and his heart. Emily gets
kicked to the curb. And Aria may get kicked out of the country. Thanks to me,
these girls have lost everything - except their lives, of course. But I'm not done
yet. And if my deadly plan succeeds, the pretty little liars will have finally
told their last lie. . .
The Amateurs Sara Shepard 2016-10-06 Everyone's dying to know the truth . . . When
Aerin Kelly was eleven, she idolised her seventeen-year-old sister, Helena, and
they did everything together. They made Claymation movies and posted them to
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YouTube. They made fun of Windmere-Carruthers, the private school they attended,
they invented new flavours for their parents' organic ice cream shop, and they
dressed up their golden retriever, Buster. But when Helena went into senior year
things started to change. Rather than being Aerin's inseparable sister, she
started to push her away. Then, on a snowy winter's day, Helena vanished. Four
years later, Helena's body is found. Wracked with grief and refusing to give up on
her sister, Aerin spends months trying to figure out what exactly happened to
Helena and who killed her. But the police have no leads. A young, familiar officer
named Thomas wants to help and suggests she checks out a website called Case Not
Closed. Hesitantly, she posts, and when teenagers Seneca and Maddox show up on her
doorstep offering to help investigate she accepts in desperation. Both have
suffered their own losses and also posted to the site with no luck, so they are
hoping this case might be the one they crack. But as their investigation begins,
it seems that maybe it's no accident that they are all together, and that maybe
the crimes have something - or someone - in common.
Pretty Little Liars #10: Ruthless Sara Shepard 2011-12-06 #1 New York Times
bestselling series The tenth book in the #1 New York Times bestselling series that
inspired the hit ABC Family TV show Pretty Little Liars. Four little liars are at
it again. Aria's love life is on the Fitz—ahem, fritz. Emily's exploring her wild
side. Hanna's kissing the enemy. And someone from Spencer's past—someone she never
thought she'd see again—is back to haunt her. But none of that compares to what
these pretty little liars did on their last spring break. It's their darkest
secret yet. And guess who else knows? Full of unexpected twists and shocking
revelations, Ruthless is the tenth book in New York Times bestselling author Sara
Shepard’s compelling Pretty Little Liars series.
The Lying Game Sara Shepard 2011-03-31 From the author of the New York Times
bestselling PRETTY LITTLE LIARS comes a killer series, THE LYING GAME.
Perfect Sara Shepard 2010-11-25 Spencer, Aria, Emily, Hanna and their best friend
Alison were the most popular girls at Rosewood Day School. Alison was the group's
ringleader, the one who knew all their darkest secrets. So when Alison vanished
one night, Spencer, Aria, Emily, and Hanna's grief was tinged with relief. But
when Ali's body was later discovered in her own backyard, the girls were forced to
unearth some ugly memories of their old friend, too. Is there more to Alison's
death than anyone realises? Now someone named A, someone who seems to know
everything, is pointing the finger for Ali's murder at one of them. And A is
poised to ruin their perfect little lives . . . for ever.
The Perfectionists Sara Shepard 2014-10-07 Don’t miss the Freeform TV series,
Pretty Little Liars: The Perfectionists! From Sara Shepard, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of the Pretty Little Liars series, comes a series that’s
perfect for fans of One of Us Is Lying and We Were Liars. Ava, Caitlin, Mackenzie,
Julie, and Parker are all driven to be perfect—no matter the cost. At first the
girls think they have nothing in common, until they discover that they all hate
the same person: handsome womanizer Nolan Hotchkiss, who's done things to hurt
each of them. They come up with the perfect plan to murder Nolan—jokingly, of
course. They'd never actually go through with it. But when Nolan turns up dead in
the exact way they'd discussed, the girls suddenly become prime suspects in his
murder. Only, they didn't do it. So who did? Unless they find the real killer, and
soon, any one of them may be the next to die….
Pretty Little Liars #16: Vicious Sara Shepard 2016-02-23 Vicious is the explosive
conclusion to Sara Shepard's #1 New York Times bestselling Pretty Little Liars
series, perfect for fans of the hit ABC Family original TV show based on the
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series. High school seniors Aria, Emily, Hanna, and Spencer have been through a
lot since their best friend, Alison DiLaurentis, disappeared five summers ago. A
stalker named "A" has harassed them for their past mistakes and revealed their
darkest secrets to the world. They've been on TV, hounded by the press, kicked out
of school, arrested, and even put in jail. With time running out, and their lives
on the line, one of the Liars does something so terrifying and shocking, fans will
be left breathless. Sara Shepard's fan base continues to grow as ABC Family's hit
Pretty Little Liars TV show draws in new readers to the #1 New York Times
bestselling series. Full of unexpected twists and shocking revelations, this longawaited finale to this much-loved series will not disappoint.
The Good Girls Sara Shepard 2016-04-26 From Sara Shepard, author of the #1 New
York Times bestselling Pretty Little Liars series, comes the shocking sequel to
The Perfectionists—with an ending you’ll have to read to believe! Mackenzie, Ava,
Caitlin, Julie, and Parker have done some not-so-perfect things. But even though
they all talked about killing rich bully Nolan Hotchkiss, they didn’t actually go
through with it. It’s just a coincidence that Nolan died in exactly the way they
planned . . . right? Except Nolan wasn’t the only one they fantasized about
killing. When someone else they named dies, the girls wonder if they’re being
framed. Or are they about to become the killer’s next targets?
Killer Sara Shepard 2010 Former best friends Emily, Aria, Hanna, and Spencer
continue to live in fear as they struggle to keep hidden even more secrets and
someone new begins stalking them via their cell phones.
Vicious Sara Shepard 2016-06-02 High school seniors Aria, Emily, Hanna, and
Spencer have been through a lot since their best friend, Alison DiLaurentis,
disappeared five summers ago. A stalker named 'A' has harassed them for their past
mistakes and revealed their darkest secrets to the world. They've been on TV,
hounded by the press, kicked out of school, arrested, and even put in jail. With
time running out, and their lives on the line, one of the Liars does something so
terrifying and shocking, fans will be left breathless. Sara Shepard's fan base
continues to grow as the hit Pretty Little Liars TV show draws in new readers to
the 1 New York Times bestselling series. Full of unexpected twists and shocking
revelations, this long-awaited finale to this much-loved series will not
disappoint.
Safe in My Arms Sara Shepard 2021-07-27 The latest novel from Sara Shepard, author
of Reputation and the #1 New York Times bestselling Pretty Little Liars series.
When the principal of an elite California preschool is attacked, three moms—who
feel like outsiders among the school's manicured and ultra-wealthy community—must
work together to uncover what she's hiding, figure out who's trying to frame them,
and make sure their own secrets stay hidden. Andrea, Lauren, and Ronnie all see
themselves as good, loving moms who are trying their best, but they each arrive at
the Silver Swans preschool Welcome Breakfast with something to hide. Andrea is
running away from a past on the East Coast, which she cannot afford for the other
parents to discover. Lauren is recovering from a postpartum condition her husband
has warned her not to disclose. And Ronnie is hiding herself and her daughter from
the one man who could at any moment appear in their lives and ruin everything she
holds dear. They already feel like impostors among the school's community of
polished parents. But then notes appear in their children’s backpacks after the
first day at school. Notes that indicate that someone knows their deepest, darkest
secrets and needs them gone. Does someone not want them in the community? Or is it
something more menacing—does someone know everything? When the principal of the
school is the victim of an almost-fatal attack, it quickly becomes clear that the
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Silver Swans community is not as flawless as the brochures and website would have
you believe. The three moms must band together to uncover the school's many
secrets before the other suspicious parents and town police close in and use their
outsider status to blame them . . . and before they lose what they have worked so
hard for.
Pretty Little Liars: The Second Half 8-Book Collection Sara Shepard 2014-12-02 #1
New York Times bestselling series This digital collection contains the final eight
novels in the bestselling series that inspired the hit ABC Family TV show, plus a
sneak peek at The Perfectionists, the first book in a brand-new Sara Shepard
series! In Rosewood, majestic estates sprawl for acres, and Tiffany toggle
bracelets dangle from every girl's wrist. But not all that glitters is gold, and
the town harbors secrets darker than anyone could imagine—like the truth about
what really happened the night Alison DiLaurentis went missing. . . Includes:
Pretty Little Liars #9: Twisted Pretty Little Liars #10: Ruthless Pretty Little
Liars #11: Stunning Pretty Little Liars #12: Burned Pretty Little Liars #13:
Crushed Pretty Little Liars #14: Deadly Pretty Little Liars #15: Toxic Pretty
Little Liars #16: Vicious
The Good Girls Sara Shepard 2015-07-02 They're good girls . . but no one's perfect
. . . Mackenzie, Ava, Julie, Parker and Caitlin are five senior high-school girls
who seem to have it all. Top grades, beautiful looks, music scholarships, sports
captaincies... even the boys of their dreams. But there's just one small flaw in
their apparently perfect facade. They're wanted for a murder they didn't commit.
Sure, they talked about killing rich bully Nolan Hotchkiss, but they didn't go
through with it. It's just a coincidence that Nolan died in exactly the way they
planned . . . right? Except Nolan wasn't the only one they fantasised about
hurting in film class that day. And now someone seems to have found their list,
and is carrying out their very particular revenges in their name. Who is really
behind these killings? Who can they truly trust? And who will be the next to die?
The Lying Game #2: Never Have I Ever Sara Shepard 2011-08-02 New York Times
bestselling series The second book in the New York Times bestselling series The
Lying Game, by author of the bestselling Pretty Little Liars series, Sara Shepard.
Sutton Mercer is dead, but only a few people know it. Her long-lost twin, Emma,
has stepped into her shoes—doing her best to flirt with Sutton’s boyfriend, hang
with her friends, and live with her family all while tracking down Sutton’s
murderer. But the killer wants Emma to keep playing the part of Sutton—after all,
no missing person means no investigation—and will do anything to make sure Emma
toes the line...or else. Perfect for fans of Sara Shepard’s #1 New York Times
bestselling series Pretty Little Liars, The Lying Game has all the juicy plot
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lines, to-die-for lifestyles, and compelling secrets that fans love.
Rosebush Michele Jaffe 2011-03-03 Jane is found, near death, in a rosebush - a
victim of hit and run. But as she's convalescing she realizes that her friends'
stories and her memories of what happened that night aren't adding up. And now the
only thing she does know is that one of her friends isn't so friendly. One of them
tried to kill her. Sometimes the truth is a very thorny thing. . .
Pretty Little Liars Sara Shepard 2009-10-06 The #1 New York Times bestselling
series that inspired the hit ABC Family TV show Pretty Little Liars and the
upcoming HBO spin-off series Pretty Little Liars: Original Sin! Never trust a
pretty girl with an ugly secret. Set in ultra-trendy Rosewood, Pennsylvania,
Pretty Little Liars centers around four beautiful girls who are hiding some very
ugly secrets, and the one person who knows them all…and is not afraid to spill.
Perfect for fans of One of Us is Lying, The Cousins, and A Good Girl’s Guide to
Murder, this first book in Sara Shepard’s #1 New York Times bestselling Pretty
Little Liars series will introduce new readers to the thrilling and magnetically
compelling world of Pretty Little Liars, where everyone’s got something to hide,
and no secret stays buried for long.
Lying Game Complete Collection Sara Shepard 2014-07-08 From Sara Shepard, the #1
New York Times bestselling author of the Pretty Little Liars books, comes a
riveting series about secrets, lies, and killer consequences. This collection
contains all six Lying Game novels, plus two digital original novellas, The First
Lie and True Lies. Separated at birth, twin sisters Emma Paxton and Sutton Mercer
never had a chance to meet. And now they never will. Someone murdered Sutton and
forced Emma into taking her place. Sutton can only watch from beyond the grave as
Emma tries to figure out who killed her—and why. But as Emma digs deeper, the
girls discover that the truth may be far more terrible than they'd ever
imagined—and the killer may be a lot closer to home….
Pretty Little Liars #9: Twisted Sara Shepard 2011-07-05 #1 New York Times
bestselling series The ninth book in the #1 New York Times bestselling series that
inspired the hit ABC Family TV show Pretty Little Liars. It's been a year since
the mystery of their former friend's disappearance was finally laid to rest, and
Aria, Spencer, Hanna, and Emily have worked hard to put their lives back together.
Now seniors in high school, the pretty little liars are older, but they're not any
wiser. Last spring break in Jamaica, they did something unforgivable. The girls
are desperate to forget that fateful night, but they should know by now that all
secrets eventually wash ashore. Full of unexpected twists and shocking
revelations, Twisted is the ninth book in New York Times bestselling author Sara
Shepard’s compelling Pretty Little Liars series.
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